Transforming STEM:
NGCP’s Reach and Impact
NGCP HAS POSITIVELY IMPACTED PARTICIPANTS IN A VARIETY OF WAYS

86%

82%

NGCP helped us
engage girls in our
program

NGCP helped my work
or program be more
effective at meeting
our goals

87%
NGCP increased my
connection to others
doing similar work

81%
NGCP increased
girls’ interest
in STEM

Source: NGCP 2022 Annual Survey

NGCP HAS CREATED AN EXTENSIVE NETWORK

33

state and regional Collaboratives, serving 41 states, connecting
42,500 organizations, serving 20.2 million girls (and 10 million boys)

23,287
86,433
15,470

e-news subscribers
practitioners served through in-person events and webinars
total social media reach — 6,716 Facebook followers,
1,077 Instagram followers, and 12,626 Twitter followers

NGCP is vital and invaluable.
—NGCP Champions Board member

NGCP is a wealth
of information
and people.
The networking
opportunities
are exceptional
and making these
connections make
all of our work
better.
—Collaborative Leadership
Team member

NGCP HAS SIGNIFICANT IMPACT ON PARTICIPANTS

89%

of participants report that involvement with NGCP positively
impacts their practice or program

NGCP has provided many impactful opportunities
for our program participants as well as provided me
with training and educational opportunities of which
I was previously unaware.
—NGCP participant

NGCP strengthens the capacity of girl-serving STEM organizations and
programs by sharing exemplary practices based on research. This is done
through NGCP’s website, webinars, e-newsletter, Partner Projects, and
in-person and virtual events.

95%

of participants using an exemplary practice indicated it led
to a positive outcome in their program

NGCP Partner Projects are done in collaboration with other organizations,
with the goal of scaling exemplary practices, resources, and funding
opportunities through the NGCP network.

97%

of participants involved in a Partner Project indicated it led
to a positive outcome for their program

Source: NGCP 2022 Annual Survey

Having access to strong resources and the funding to support their
implementation/dissemination has helped us to build broad and longterm partnerships across the community that might not have happened
otherwise. The related trainings that were offered in person to some
of our most inexperienced staff provided a huge opportunity for learning
and expanding their view of educational possibilities.
—Collaborative Leadership Team member
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